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The IFF www-sight are produced by using OpenSpace Oy:s NetEazer-editor for producing content 
and controlling elements. NetEazer is an easily used with a browser working program with which 
the updaters put in the contents, up to date things, contact information, pictures and banners to the 
pages.  
 
The WWW-pages consist of two different parts: 

 The updaters account, to which one can enter with personal passwords 
 The clients account= The WWW-pages which can be seen by everybody 

The following elements would be found at the IFF-pages: Headlinks 6-8 horizontal on the pages, 
which drop menus. A calendar, with the headings of the topics and brief descriptions, dates and 
possible times. On the Clients side the ongoing moths and two following months with their 
happenings can be seen. The happenings in the Calendar can be browsed back and forth. The 
contact information can be seen margins below and a picture can also be attached. On the middle 
of the page are news and topics. A short heading and date of the topics is seen. By entering the 
topics the topics or news content texts can be seen. To the topics one can attach dates when they are 
seen and dates when they go away. On the Front page and on the other pages is a so called content 
part, where the pages actual contents with pictures are seen.  
 
In the middle and on the upper margin there will be a banner and on the right side there will be 
smaller banners under each other. The banners can be timed and on each heading zone a different 
banner can be attached. The banners can be pictures or flash animations and they can also be 
physically on another server as the pages. On the right margin a changing picture can be attached, 
that can be attached with the updaters user account. Search capacity of the content, a side-map and 
prints of all the pages are also possible. 
 
The graphic look of the Web-page is done according to IFF:s wishes, in accordance with the 
elements previously described. 
 
The NetEatzers updaters account, short instructions and directions are in English in the IFF:s 
version. The WWW-pages can be done so that they have three different language versions. 
 
The making of the graphical page basis for the IFF WWW-pages + NetEazer editory in 
English + Event calendar + Banner control= 
 
Price approximately: 3.200 – 3.500 €. 
 
The Server base: The pages require the Microsoft server IIS 5.0 or IIS 6.0. We offer the server 
base for 300 €/ year alv  0 % 366 € alv 22 %. The page will be put on the same server as the Finnish 
Floorball Federation WWW-pages. 
 
The up keeping of the Name services can be kept with the current up keeper or it can be moved if 
wished to another up keeper. The costs of the up keeper of the Name services and possible year 
costs is charged according to the up keepers own fees. 
 
The schooling/ instruction is charged according to as work hours  60 € alv 0% + 
travel costs 
From possible extra changes new cost estimations can be done.       
   Translation made by Merita Bruun/IFF:s Assistant 


